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MISSION
New Frontier Data strives to be the cannabis data analysis and industry reporting
authority by collecting reliable data, applying rigorous analysis, and producing
actionable intelligence. We are committed to the highest level of objectivity and
transparency as we endeavor to equip our customers with the knowledge necessary
to increase profits, identify opportunities, and navigate this nascent and still
underserved market space.

VISION
To be the World’s Big Data Authority for the Cannabis Industry.



THE INTERCANNALLIANCE



The total estimated number of cannabis consumers in Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Argentina account for roughly 80% of all 
cannabis consumers in Latin America

OUR MISSION

The International Cannabis Alliance (InterCannAlliance) was created in March of 2018 to 
bring advancements from existing legal cannabis markets to new and evolving legal cannabis 

markets around the globe.

InterCannAlliance unites recognized leaders from industry segments considered to be critical 
building blocks for any cannabis market. It seeks to simplify the complex and inconsistent 
regulatory environments being implemented across, and within nations, to help emerging 

markets capitalize on lessons learned elsewhere.

The InterCannAlliance conducts one-day, invitation-only regional symposia to foster 
collaboration among governments, non-governmental organizations and commercial 

enterprises to educate stakeholders about opportunities, risks, and challenges in these 
markets.



The total estimated number of cannabis consumers in Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Argentina account for roughly 80% of all 
cannabis consumers in Latin America

THE 9 PILLARS

InterCannAlliance unites recognized leaders from industry segments considered to be critical building blocks 
for any cannabis market



WHY AFRICA



WHY YOU



WHY IS DATA & REPORTING CRITICAL?

THE 6TH PILLAR



Surging Investment is Funding Expansion & Scale
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DATA DRIVES INSIGHT INTO CANNABIS INDUSTRY INVESTMENT DEAL 
FLOW

The entrance of CPG companies into the industry will increase industry investments by an order of magnitude, propelling innovation 
across all sectors of the industry. Infused beverages, effect-based rather than strain-based marketing, and “CBD-everywhere” will be 

trends to watch over the coming year.
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DATA DRIVES INSIGHT INTO GLOBAL PREVALENCE OF KEY MEDICAL 
CONDITIONS
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73%
Have used cannabis as a substitute 
or alternative to other medicines

(Among medical cannabis 
patients)

Demand for therapeutic and pharmaceutical cannabis will grow significantly as more countries legalize 
medical use, clinical research advances, and new delivery methods are developed. 

DATA DRIVES INSIGHT INTO EFFICACY OF MEDICAL CANNABIS 
TREATMENT
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DATA DRIVES INSIGHT INTO A NEW CANNABIS CONSUMER

Understanding the consumer will be key to competitiveness. Going beyond the medical-recreational binary to more nuanced segmentation and 
aligning product development and marketing to unique segment needs is one of the areas of greatest opportunity in cannabis.
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-39%
Decline in Flower

+144%
Growth in Concentrates

+45%
Growth in Edibles

-29%
Decline in Other

Change in Market Share by Category

DATA DRIVES INSIGHT INTO NEW CONSUMER PREFERENCES FOR 
VALUE-ADDED PRODUCTS
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THERE ARE MANY USES FOR HEMP BEYOND CBD
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Under the current market environment, global hemp sales will near $6 billion by 2020 but expanding legalization of hemp will grow the 
sector significantly beyond current estimates.

DATA DRIVES INSIGHT INTO THE EXPANDING AND MASSIVE GLOBAL HEMP 
OPPORTUNITY


